We report the critical effects the deformational stress from the elastic nature of a confined polymer layer has during the relaxation process on the buckling of thin metal-polymer bilayer systems (less than 100 nm) even above the temperature at which the polymer is in the liquid flow region. In contrast with what is generally believed, the dispersion force does not play a significant role in the buckling. We also find that the final wrinkled waves take on the shape of wormlike islands. The coarsening leading to the island structure is driven by the growth in amplitude of the dominant wave at the expense of less dominant ones.
We report the critical effects the deformational stress from the elastic nature of a confined polymer layer has during the relaxation process on the buckling of thin metal-polymer bilayer systems (less than 100 nm) even above the temperature at which the polymer is in the liquid flow region. In contrast with what is generally believed, the dispersion force does not play a significant role in the buckling. We also find that the final wrinkled waves take on the shape of wormlike islands. The coarsening leading to the island structure is driven by the growth in amplitude of the dominant wave at the expense of less dominant ones. Wrinkle formation in layered systems is a well known phenomenon and has drawn much interest because of its importance in thin film science and industry [1, 2] . For a bilayer system of a thin polymer film capped with a thin metal, it has been found that the wrinkle formation upon heating is initiated by a thermomechanical instability and that the pattern evolution, termed spinodal wrinkling, is similar in characteristics to spinodal decomposition [3] . Motivated by the discovery that was made with relatively thick films ( > 300 nm), we set out to investigate the buckling with relatively thin ( < 100 nm) films of polymer. There are two aspects unique to such thin films. The first is that the dispersion force could come into play [4] . The second is that a higher temperature than the one usually used in the industrial processing of a polymer (much higher than the glass transition temperature T g ), henceforth to be termed ''flow temperature,'' is needed to induce the buckling in such thin films as the critical stress for buckling increases with decreasing thickness of the underlying layer [1, 5] .
Bilayers of aluminum (Al) on polystyrene (PS) were used in our experiments. Typically, a toluene solution of PS (M n 1:34 10 6 , M w =M n 1:05, T g 105 C, Polymer Source Inc.) was spin coated to a thickness ranging from 26 to 87 nm onto a cleaned silicon substrate with a native oxide. The samples were annealed at 80 C for 12 h to remove the residual solvent and to relieve the stress due to the spin coating. The aluminum was then thermally deposited onto the polymer to a desired thickness ranging from 10 to 30 nm. For the wrinkle formation, the prepared samples were heated at 180 C for a period of time and then examined by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Temporal evolution of the surface pattern is shown in Fig. 1 . An immediate observation from the figure is that the wavelength increases with time as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the insets shows [ Figs. 1(a) -1(c) ], although the wavelength reaches a plateau after a few hours that corresponds to the saturation mode. Another finding is that there is a transition from a continuous wavy pattern to a discrete wormlike pattern [ Fig. 1(d) ]. In this Letter, we investigate the pattern evolution of such thin films and show that the relaxation process plays a major role in the pattern evolution even above the flow temperature but that the dispersion force plays a negligibly minor role. We also provide an insight into the transition from the wavy pattern to the discrete wormlike pattern.
With the dynamic change of the wavelength apparent in Fig. 1 , the static analysis based on an energetic approach [6, 7] cannot be applicable that is valid at a relatively low temperature where the polymer is rubbery [3] . At a higher temperature, on the other hand, polymer flows readily like molasses and is in the liquid flow region. Therefore, a dynamic approach based on a continuity equation is used to investigate the wrinkling. The system being considered is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and the equation of motion for the lateral flow in the thin film can be written as follows [8, 9] :
P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S
where hx; t is the local film thickness, C is a constant that depends on the shape of the flow profile and the viscosity, and P is the film pressure. For a highly confined system of ours, the flexural pressure due to the metal bending and the normal stress due to the polymer deformation contribute to the lateral flow of the film [10] , because the polymer is strongly bound with the substrate and the capping metal layer, which is different from the free surface typically encountered in dewetting [11] . If we consider all factors that contribute to the film pressure P, it can be written as
where
is the flexural rigidity of the metal layer, A is the effective Hamaker constant of the bilayer film [12] , is the interfacial tension between the polymer and the metal [9, 13] , zz is the normal stress due to the confined polymer [14] , t is the thickness, E is Young's modulus, is the Poisson ratio, and the subscripts m and p refer to the metal and the polymer, respectively.
Hooke's law provides the relationship between the stress ij and the strain [7, 15] . To express zz as a function of x and z, the displacement fields under sinusoidal perturbation are obtained as in the literature [7] , which gives u x " 1 z sinqx and u z " 2 z cosqx, where " is the perturbation amplitude of the wrinkles, q is the wave number, and i z (i 1; 2) are given by 1 z C 1 sinhqz qz coshqz C 2 qz sinhqz and 2 z C 2 sinhqz ÿ qx 2 coshqz ÿ C 1 qx 2 sinhqz. When the incompressibility condition is applied, the complicated coefficients C i can be simplified with a dimensionless variable qh 0 to
where h 0 is the thickness of the initial film. After obtaining the linear strain fields and some algebraic manipulations, we arrive at the expression of zz at z h 0 :
where G is the relaxation modulus of the polymer. Then we consider the fate of a small fluctuation of the wrinkling wave. Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), keeping only those terms linear in the amplitude and considering small fluctuations of the film [8, 9] in the form of hx; t h 0 " cosqx expt=, gives
where fqh 0 has to do with the normal stress due to the confined polymer that is given by 6) and is the growth parameter. Equation (6) contains highly nonlinear terms with respect to q. To obtain a simple expression of fqh 0 and thus zz , we turn to an expression for the excess free energy of polymer [16] since zz dF=dh. The expression is a simple linear combination of two asymptotes, long wavelength limit and short wavelength limit. However, it deviates considerably from the exact expression [7] for moderate values of qh 0 and gives a wrong minimum value of qh 0 1:44 as opposed to the correct value of around 2.12 as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Therefore, we propose a simple and yet accurate form on the basis of a variation of a correlation method involving two asymptotes [17] : 
where F min is the minimum of F. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , an n value of 0.7 best fits the rigorous expression (solid rectangles). With Eq. (7) 
Although the relaxation modulus G is time dependent, Eq. (8) is not affected by this dependence since it appears in the right-hand side of Eq. (1), i.e., P. However, the modulus is assumed to be that in the liquid flow region of the polymer. The fastest growing mode is one that corresponds to the minimum of ÿ1 with respect to q. Although there are several terms in Eq. (8) , only two terms turn out to dominate the system under consideration. One is the bending force from the metal and the other is the normal stress from the confined polymer. The bending force is larger than the interfacial tension by an order of magnitude and the normal stress overwhelms the dispersion force by 4 orders of magnitude in Eq. (8) . Note that for the dispersion energy to be significant, the effective Hamaker constant should be 10 ÿ15 J, which is not realistic, or the total film thickness should be a few nanometers, which cannot be realized in bilayer systems [12, 13] .
A comparison between the theoretical wavelength obtainable from Eq. (8) and our experimental values is shown in Fig. 3 . In the theoretical prediction, the bulk Young's modulus of metal is used, although the value might be smaller in thin film state due to the porosity or rough interface problems [18] . The only uncertainty in Eq. (8) is the value of G at 180 C. The usual value of the relaxation modulus for a polymer is of the order of GPa at room temperature, reduces to MPa in the rubbery plateau region, where the temperature is slightly above T g , but at much higher temperatures, the value becomes of the order of kPa after reaching a full relaxation condition [19] . As the buckling temperature of 180 C is above the flow temperature of the PS (160 C), the polymer tends to flow as individual molecules. Shown in Fig. 3 are the theoretical curves based on Eq. (8) for various values of the relaxation modulus. It is seen that G values of 500 and 30 kPa best describe the experimental wavelength for the initial wave emergence [the fastest growing wave, Fig. 1(a) ] and the saturation wave [ Fig. 1(c) ], respectively. The modulus of 500 kPa for the initial buckling indicates that the polymer is in the transition region from the rubbery state (a few MPa) to the beginning of the liquid flow state. The change of the modulus from 500 to 30 kPa is an indication that the relaxation toward a liquid state of the polymer proceeds continuously with time. Also shown in Fig. 3 by the dotted line is the predicted wavelength when only the dispersion and the bending forces are taken into consideration as in an earlier study [20] with the representative Hamaker constant (A 10 ÿ19 J). It is clear that this approach fails to explain the wavelength behavior, although the two-sided capping of the freestanding PS film [20] may behave in a way different from our substrate supported bilayer.
A distinct feature in the pattern evolution of the wrinkles, shown in Fig. 1(d) , is that a continuous wavy pattern finally becomes a discrete wormlike island pattern, which is the eventual pattern. This transition in morphology is shown more clearly in the AFM images given in Fig. 4 . The sectional AFM micrographs given in the middle part of the figure show that in both cases the patterns are ''pinned,'' in that the valleys of the wrinkles reached the substrate surface, the polymer thickness at the pinned positions being less than 10 nm. An intriguing aspect of the transition is that the wavy pattern in Fig. 4 (a) still evolves to that in Fig. 4(b) even after the pinning, in contrast to the spinodal wrinkling [3] in which no pattern evolution takes place after the pinning. The main difference lies in the fact that the pinning in the spinodal wrinkling occurs after the strain saturation and thus the metal can no longer be stretched; for the very thin film being considered, the pinning occurs before the strain saturation, which was verified by a surface area analysis. Therefore, the metal can still expand even after the [16] and the rigorous result (dark rectangles) in Ref. [7] . Note that a deviation occurs in the range 0:5 < qh 0 < 3, including the minimum (qh 0;min 2:12). The proposed expression of Eq. (8) (solid line) can represent the free energy accurately when n 0:7.
pinning. A fact relevant to the morphology transition is that the wavelength of the wrinkles remains constant even after the pinning but with an accompanying increase in the amplitude and the roughness. The only way for the amplitude to increase after the pinning with a constant wavelength is through annihilation of the waves of less dominant modes, which leads to an island structure. A close examination of the AFM image in Fig. 4 (b) reveals this annihilation and formation of the pinned flat surface between the islands. This coarsening process of the growth at the expense of less dominant waves can also be confirmed in the bottom part of Fig. 4 for a depth analysis.
In conclusion, the pattern evolution of the very thin bilayer is dictated by the high temperature needed for buckling. Because of the relaxation of polymer to a liquidlike state at the high temperature, a dynamic approach was used to determine the fastest growing mode of the waves. A strong confinement effect in the polymer makes a contribution of deformational stress to the wrinkle formation. As the strain keeps increasing, the wrinkles of the bilayer get pinned and a coarsening takes place, which leads to an island structure. 
